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Letter from the Editor
Hi, My name is Alec and welcome to another issue of Retro
Magazine. The purpose of this magazine is to inform the
new age about the history that the newer games went

through. The old games had a lot of gems like super mario
bros or sonic the hedgehog. At the moment you can’t go to
a retail store and pick up a NES and super mario bros. but

you can get an emulator and play these games as rom
files. There was a lot of work that went into making this

magazine about the older games.

Around 90% of a months worth of work went into this
magazine. The other ten 10% was procrastination.
But its all done now, and i present to you… Retro

Magazine, The only magazine that brings you back to the
past!

Credit to everyone listed below (And some others) for
contributing to this magazine.

Marissa R.
(Article)

Rick M.
(Full page Ad)

Mr. Hall
(Short story)



 



Game Genie  

The Game Genie is a tool in which you type in a 6 letter code like PIGPOG, or YEAAAA 
then the game genie would scramble up the games file to make funny things happen 

like Goomba meteors in Super Mario Bros. 
It also had a lot of practical uses as well like changing the music. Here is some effects 

that can happen when using the Game Genie 

 
(It can also be very destructive) 

Code: YEAAAA 

  
Code: VZTLTN 

 





Frustratingly addictive with even more 

frustrating music, Tetris has been annoying 

people since 1985. 

Tetris is a game in where shapes made out of 

squares fall into a rectangular area, where they 

pile up on top of each other. You can rotate, 

move, and bring down the shapes with the arrow 

keys. You can rotate them with the up arrow, 

move them left and right with the left and right 

arrow keys, and move them down faster with 

the down arrow. Once a shape touches the top of 

the area, the game is over. When you make a 

row of the blocks, the row disappears, making it 

so you can play for practically forever. 

The shapes that fall are made up of four squares 

put together to form one of seven shapes. The 

colors of the shapes are pink, red, orange, green, 

light blue, dark blue, and white. 

Although Tetris is an incredible game, there is 

one thing about it that most people hate. The 

music. The Tetris theme song is one of the most 

complained about songs on the internet. It is 

high-pitched and nearly impossible to get out of 

your head. Besides that, it is actually quite 

catchy. 

So, all in all, Tetris is an overall great game that 

people can both hate and love at the same time. 

It is one of the simplest games, yet it has 

managed to frustrate almost everyone who plays 

it.  





Corruption 

Corruption happens when a game doesn’t 
know how to handle something. Corruption 
will look something like this. 
 

  
1 This was forced 

Corruption can either be bad; 

 

Or Funny; 

  

Corruption is when the game gets 

scrambled up  



Parts of a NES game 

 

1. Sound 

Sound is made by a machine and sound engineers. In a common NES game 

the sound is made in 8-bit. 

 

2. Graphics 

Graphics are made by an artist. Graphics are a very important part of any 

game. The graphics in a NES game are normally Pixely. 

 

3. Game Mechanics 

Game mechanics are the logic in a game. Things like how fast the game is 

and what you do in it are parts of the Game Mechanics. 

 

4. Title 

It’s the name of the game. A good title should define what the goals are or 

how you get there. 

 

5. Ratings 

Not always true but normally a good indication of how good a game is. (Or 

how bad it is)  

Retro Magazine 

The Game 


